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• Selection Rules 

- Allowed = Electric Dipole : Transitions which satisfy all the above selection rules are referred to as allowed 
transitions. These transitions are strong and have a typical lifetime of  s. Allowed transitions are 
denoted without square brackets. 

- Photons do not change spin, so transitions usually occur between terms with the same spin state ( ). 
However, relativistic effects mix spin states, particularly for high Z atoms and ions. As a result, one can get 
(weak) spin changing transitions. These are called intercombination (semi-forbidden or intersystem) 
transitions or lines. They have a typical lifetime of  s. An intercombination transition is denoted with 
a single right bracket. 

- If any one of the rules 1-4, 6-8 are violated, they are called forbidden transitions or lines. They have a typical 
lifetime of  s. A forbidden transition is denoted with two square brackets. 

- Resonance line denotes the longest wavelength, dipole-allowed transition arising from the ground state of a 
particular atom or ion.

∼ 10−8

ΔS = 0

∼ 10−3

∼ 1 − 103

Selection Rules
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e.g., C IV 1548, 1550 Å

(1) one electron jumps
(2) Δn any
(3) Δl = ± 1
(4) parity change
(5) ΔS = 0
(6) ΔL = 0, ± 1 (except L = 0 − 0)
(7) ΔJ = 0, ± 1 (except J = 0 − 0)
(8) ΔF = 0, ± 1 (except F = 0 − 0)

selection rules for configuration

intercombination line if 
only this rule is violated.

This is not commonly considered.
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Table 5.1. Selection rules for atomic spectra. Rules 1, 2 and 3 must always 
be obeyed. For electric dipole transitions, intercombination lines violate 
rule 4 and forbidden lines violate rule 5 and/or 6. Electric quadrupole and 
magnetic dipole transitions are also described as forbidden. 

Electric dipole Electric quadrupole Magnetic dipole 

1. ilJ = 0, ± 1 ilJ = 0, ± 1, ±2 ilJ = 0, ± 1 
Not J = 0- 0 Not J = 0 - 0, ½ - ½, 0 - 1 Not J = 0- 0 

2. ilMJ = 0, ± l ilMJ = 0, ± l, ± 2 ilMJ = 0, ± l 
3. Parity changes Parity unchanged Parity unchanged 
4. ilS = 0 ilS = 0 ilS = 0 
5. One electron jumps One or no electron jumps No electron jumps 

iln any iln any iln = 0 
ill= ±1 ill= 0, ± 2 ill= 0 

6. ilL = 0, ± 1 ilL = 0, ± 1, ± 2 ilL = 0 
Not L = 0- 0 Not L = 0- 0, 0 - l 

Photons do not change spin, so transitions usually occur between terms 
with the same spin state, as expressed by the rule ll.S = 0. However, rela-
tivistic effects mix spin states, particularly for high Z atoms or ions. As a 
result of relativistic effects, one can get (weak) spin changing transitions; 
these are called intercombination lines. Intercombination lines are denoted 
by one square bracket, for example: 

cm] 2s2 1s - 2s2p 3 P 0 at 1908. 7 A. 

This transition is important because the c2+ 2s2p 3P 0 state is metastable, 
i.e. it has no allowed radiative decay so that this transition determines the 
lifetime of this state. Actually, the situation is more subtle than this. The 
3 P 0 term splits into three levels: 3 P0, 3 P1 and 3 P:2- The electric dipole 
intercombination line at 1908.7 A is actually 1S0 - 3P'j'. It has an A value 
of 114 s- 1 . 

The transition 1S0 - 3P~, which occurs at 1906. 7 A, is completely for-
bidden by dipole selection rules as ll.J = 2. It only occurs via a very weak 
magnetic quadrupole transition. The 1906.7 A line is 105 times weaker than 
the already-weak line at 1908. 7 A; it has an A value of 0.0052 s- 1 . These two 
lines can be used to give information on the electron density, as discussed 
in Sec. 7.1. Finally, the transition 1S0 - 3P0 is a J = 0-0 transition, which 
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is completely forbidden by both dipole and quadrupole selection rules. This 
transition is not observed. 

Electric dipole transitions which violate the propensity rules 5 and/ or 6 
are called forbidden transitions. These are labelled by square brackets. For 
example, 

1906.7 A [Cm] 2s2 1S0 -2s2p 3P~, 

322.57 A [Cm] 2s2 1So-2p3s 1Pr 
are both forbidden lines of c2+. The former is a magnetic transition while 
the latter is an electric dipole transition involving the movement of two 
electrons. Forbidden transitions are generally weaker than intercombination 
lines. 

It is also possible to get transitions driven by higher electric multi-
poles or magnetic moments. The only important ones of these are electric 
quadrupole and magnetic dipole transitions. The selection rules for these 
transitions are also given in Table 5.1. Even when all the rules are satisfied, 
electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole transitions are both much weaker 
than the allowed electric dipole transitions. They are thus also referred to 
as forbidden transitions. 

Typical lifetimes, that is inverse Einstein A coefficients, for allowed 
decays via each mechanism are 

Tdipole ~ 10- 8s, Tmagnetic ~ 10- 3s, Tquadrupole ~ ls. 
These timescales mean that states only decay by forbidden transitions when 
there are no decay routes via allowed transitions. 

Finally, it should be noted that even the rigorous selection rules given 
above can be modified when nuclear spin effects are taken into considera-
tion. These result in rigorous selection rules for electric dipole transitions 
based on the final angular momentum. In particular: 

l:l.F must be O or ± 1 with F = 0 +-+ 0 forbidden. 

It is only very rarely necessary to consider this. 

5.3. Observing Forbidden Lines 

States decaying only via forbidden lines live for a long time on an atomic, 
if not an astronomical, timescale. Such states are called metastable states. 

( )ΔS = 1

( , )ΔS = 1 ΔJ = 2



Forbidden Lines
• Forbidden lines are often difficult to study in the laboratory as collision-free conditions 

are needed to observe metastable states. 
- In this context, it must be remembered that laboratory ultrahigh vacuums are significantly 

denser than so-called dense interstellar molecular clouds. 
- Even in the best vacuum on Earth, frequent collisions knock the electrons out of these 

orbits (metastable states) before they have a chance to emit the forbidden lines. 
- In astrophysics, low density environments are common. In these environments, the time 

between collisions is very long and an atom in an excited state has enough time to radiate even 
when it is metastable. 

- Forbidden lines of nitrogen ([N II] at 6548 and 6584 Å), sulfur ([S II] at 6716 and 6731 Å), 
and oxygen ([O II] at 3727 Å, and [O III] at 4959 and 5007 Å) are commonly observed 
in astrophysical plasmas. These lines are important to the energy balance of planetary 
nebulae and H II regions. 

- The forbidden 21-cm hydrogen line is particularly important for radio astronomy as it 
allows very cold neutral hydrogen gas to be seen. 

- Since metastable states are rather common, forbidden transitions account for a significant 
percentage of the photons emitted by the ultra-low density gas in Universe. 

- Forbidden lines can account for up to 90% of the total visual brightness of objects such as 
emission nebulae.
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[Notations]
• Notations for Spectral Emission Lines and for Ions 

- There is a considerable confusion about the difference between these two ways of referring to 
a spectrum or ion, for example, C III or C+2. These have very definite different physical 
meanings. However, in many cases, they are used interchangeably. 

- C+2 is a baryon and C III is a set of photons. 
- C+2 refers to carbon with two electrons removed, so that is doubly ionized, with a net charge 

of +2. 
- C III is the spectrum produced by carbon with two electrons removed. The C III spectrum will 

be produced by impact excitation of C+2 or by recombination of C+3. So, depending on how 
the spectrum is formed. C III may be emitted by C+2 or C+3. 

- There is no ambiguity in absorption line studies - only C+2 can produce a C III absorption line. 
This had caused many people to think that C III refers to the matter rather than the spectrum. 

- But this notation is ambiguous in the case of emission lines.

4

C+2 + e� ! C+2⇤ + e� ! C+2 + e� + h⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="tj9x4wwdhYinj1BT0IsPdSpqWSI=">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</latexit>

C+3 + e� ! C+2 + h⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="fWZ2p8EsP+xjFXCg2KNdz3f+UTE=">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</latexit>

collisional excitation:
recombination:



• Fine structure of the hydrogen atom

• Splitting in the n = 2 levels of atomic hydrogen. The larger 
splitting is the fine structure and the smaller one the Lamb shift.

According to the Dirac equation, the  2S1/2  and  2P1/2  orbitals 
should have the same energies. However, the interaction 
between the electron and the vacuum (which is not accounted 
for by the Dirac equation) causes a tiny energy shift on  2S1/2.

(Quantum electrodynamics effect)

[Hydrogen Atom - Fine Structure]
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Table 3.5. Fine structure effects in the hydrogen atom: splitting of
the nl orbitals due to fine structure effect for l = 0,1, 2, 3. The result-
ing levels are labelled using H atom, and the more general spectro-
scopic notation of terms and levels (see Sec. 4.8).

Configuration l s j H atom Term Level

ns 0 1
2

1
2 ns 1

2
n 2S n 2S 1

2

np 1 1
2

1
2 , 3

2 np 1
2
, np 3

2
n 2Po n 2Po

1
2
, n 2Po

3
2

nd 2 1
2

3
2 , 5

2 nd 3
2
, nd 5

2
n 2D n 2D 3

2
, n 2D 5

2

nf 3 1
2

5
2 , 7

2 nf 5
2
, nf 7

2
n 2Fo n 2Fo

5
2
, n 2Fo

7
2

For hydrogen, s = 1
2 so that, except for the l = 0 case, j = l ± 1

2 (see
Table 3.5). This table labels the resulting levels with the common H-atom
notation nl j, where l is given by its letter designations, s, p, d, etc., and
by spectroscopic notation for which labels of the (2S+1)LJ are used. A full
discussion of spectroscopic notation can be found in Sec. 4.8.

Table 3.5 shows the fine structure levels of the H atom. This table
shows that the states with principal quantum number n = 2 give rise to
three fine-structure levels. In spectroscopic notation, these levels are 2 2S 1

2
,

2 2Po
1
2

and 2 2Po
3
2
.

So far the discussion on H-atom levels has assumed that all those with
the same principal quantum number, n, have the same energy. In other
words, the energy does not depend on l or j. This is not correct: inclusion
of relativistic (or magnetic) effects split these levels according to the total
angular momentum quantum number j. This splitting, called ‘fine struc-
ture’, has been well-studied in the laboratory. An even more subtle effect
called the Lamb shift, which is due to quantum electrodynamics, can also be
observed. Values of these splittings for the n = 2 levels are given in Fig. 3.21.

0.365 cm–1

0.035 cm–1
2 2P1/2

2 2S1/2

2 2P3/2

Fig. 3.21. Splitting in the n = 2 levels of atomic hydrogen. The larger splitting is
the fine structure and the smaller one the Lamb shift.

configuration L S J term level

ns 0 1/2 1/2 2S 2S1/2

np 1 1/2 1/2, 3/2 2P
o 2P

o
1/2,

2P
o
3/2

nd 2 1/2 3/2, 5/2 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2

nf 3 1/2 5/2, 7/2 2F
o 2F

o
5/2,

2D
o
7/2

<latexit sha1_base64="FL8V19+C8BkSPSwIl/vHZWI7arI=">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</latexit> 12S1/2

22S1/2 = 22P1/2

22P3/2

Relativistic QM (Dirac’s eq)

Quantum Electrodynamics
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• Hyperfine Structure in the H atom

Coupling the nuclear spin I to the total electron angular momentum J gives the final angular 
momentum F. For hydrogen this means

Hydrogen Atom : Hyperfine Structure

F = J + I = J ± 1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="h3Vw7h6IM6UmjzpjwkSC0LAch3Q=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gUQShJLeimUBBEu6pgH9CEMplO2qEzSZiZCCUEN/6KGxeKuPUr3Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9W3klpZXVtfy64WNza3tHXN3ryXDWGDSxCELRcdDkjAakKaiipFOJAjiHiNtb3Q18dsPREgaBvdqHBGXo0FAfYqR0lLPPLiGJ1VYP7ut1p2IQ8cXCCd2mpTTnlm0StYUcJHYGSmCDI2e+eX0QxxzEijMkJRd24qUmyChKGYkLTixJBHCIzQgXU0DxIl0k+kLKTzWSh/6odAVKDhVf08kiEs55p7u5EgN5bw3Ef/zurHyL92EBlGsSIBni/yYQRXCSR6wTwXBio01QVhQfSvEQ6RTUDq1gg7Bnn95kbTKJfu8VL6rFGuVLI48OARH4BTY4ALUwA1ogCbA4BE8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFrzRnZzD74A+PzB0mJlW0=</latexit>

= 21 cm

[Kwok] Physics and Chemistry of the ISM
[Bernath] Spectra of atoms and Molecules
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Hydrogen Atom : Allowed Transitions
• Selection Rules 

- Transitions are governed by selection rules which determine whether they can occur.

7

Δn any
Δl = ± 1
ΔS = 0
ΔL = 0, ± 1 (not L = 0 − 0)
ΔJ = 0, ± 1 (not J = 0 − 0)

For H atom, this is always satisfied as  for all states.S = 1/2

For H  transitions:

Not all H  transitions which 
correspond to  are 
allowed.

α

α
n = 2 − 3

The transition between  is 
not allowed ( ).

2s − 1s
Δl = 0

selection rules for configuration
For H-atom,  and  are equivalent 
since there is only one electron.

l L
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occur. Specifically, the transitions 2s – 3p, 2p – 3s and 2p – 3d are allowed
whereas the transitions 2s – 3s, 2p – 3p and 2s – 3d are not allowed.

If fine structure effects are considered, then the selection rules can
give further constraints. Considering only the Hα transitions designated
allowed above, the selection rule on j shows that

2s 1
2

– 3p 1
2

is allowed;
– 3p 3

2
is allowed;

2p 1
2

– 3d 5
2

is not allowed;
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
2p 3

2
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
– 3d 5

2
is allowed .

3.16 Hydrogen in Nebulae
Hydrogen atom emissions in H II regions and planetary nebulae are very
similar but the latter are generally brighter, which means that more weak
line emissions can be observed. In particular, lines belonging to the Balmer
series are often seen strongly in emission. Indeed, the characteristic red
colour seen in many nebulae comes from Hα.

Balmer or other spectral series are obtained from excited atoms spon-
taneously emitting photons. Every excited state has a half-life τ , similar to
that encountered in radioactive decay, which is related to the strength of
emission. Thus excited states which decay only by weak line emission are
long-lived and those which decay via strong transitions are short-lived.
However, most excited states can emit to more than one other state.

The lifetime of excited state i is given by

τi =

(

∑
j

Ai j

)−1

, (3.27)

where Ai j is the Einstein A coefficient (see Sec. 2.2).
Lifetimes for allowed atomic transitions are short, perhaps a few times

10−9 s. Table 3.6 gives some examples for the H atom. A glaring exception
in Table 3.6 is the lifetime of the 2s level of H. This state has a lifetime of

( )ΔJ = 2



• Hydrogen: lifetime of excited states 

- Lifetimes for allowed transitions are short, a few times 10-9 s. 

- However, the lifetime for the (2s)  22S1/2  level is ~ 0.14 s, which is 108 
times longer than the 2p states. (The level is called to be metastable.) 

• Two-photon continuum radiation 
- In low-density environments (e.g., ISM), an electron in the 22S1/2 level 

can jumps to a virtual p state, which lies between  and  
levels. The electron then jumps from this virtual state to the ground 
state, in the process emitting two photons with total frequency   

 . 

- Since this virtual p state can occur anywhere between  and , 
continuum emission longward of Ly𝛼 will result. 

- Because the radiative lifetime of the 2s level is long. we need to 
consider the possibility for collisions with electrons and protons to 
depopulate 2s level before a spontaneous decay occurs. 

- However, the critical density, at which deexcitation by electron and 
proton collision is equal to the radiative decay rate, is . 
In the ISM, the radiative decay is in general faster than the 
collisional depopulation process.

n = 1 n = 2

ν1 + ν2 = νLyα

n = 1 n = 2

ncrit ≈ 1880 cm−3

8
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Table 3.6. Lifetimes, τ , for decay by spontaneous emission for
low-lying excited states of the hydrogen atom.

Level 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d
τ/s 0.14 1.6× 10−9 1.6 × 10−7 5.4× 10−9 2.3× 10−7

1s

2s

Fig. 3.23. Decay of the metastable 2s state of hydrogen giving two continuum
photons.

∼ 0.14 s, i.e. it lives 108 times longer than the 2p state. This is because the
transition 2s → 1s is strongly forbidden. The 2s state is metastable which
means that on the atomic scale, it is long-lived.

So how does the 2s state decay? By the process of two-photon emis-
sion, which is an inefficient process and in this case has an Einstein A
coefficient of 7 s−1 which can be compared to A(2p → 1s) = 6.3× 108 s−1.
The combined energy of the photons emitted must correspond to the
energy difference E(2s) − E(1s) but the photons themselves can take any
energy within this constraint (see Fig. 3.23). The photons thus appear as
continuous emission radiation. Indeed the two-photon decay of the H 2s
state is responsible for approximately one half the continuum emission
observed from H II regions.

Problems
3.1 Give an expression for the energy levels of the hydrogen atom in terms

of the Rydberg constant RH. Assuming a value RH = 109677.58 cm−1,
derive a wavenumber for the Lyα transition of atomic hydrogen
in cm−1. Explain why the Rydberg constant, R∞ = 109737.31cm−1,
is more appropriate than RH for a heavy one-electron atom. Hence
obtain an estimate for the wavenumber of the Lyα transition of
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occur. Specifically, the transitions 2s – 3p, 2p – 3s and 2p – 3d are allowed
whereas the transitions 2s – 3s, 2p – 3p and 2s – 3d are not allowed.

If fine structure effects are considered, then the selection rules can
give further constraints. Considering only the Hα transitions designated
allowed above, the selection rule on j shows that

2s 1
2

– 3p 1
2

is allowed;
– 3p 3

2
is allowed;

2p 1
2

– 3d 5
2

is not allowed;
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
2p 3

2
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
– 3d 5

2
is allowed .

3.16 Hydrogen in Nebulae
Hydrogen atom emissions in H II regions and planetary nebulae are very
similar but the latter are generally brighter, which means that more weak
line emissions can be observed. In particular, lines belonging to the Balmer
series are often seen strongly in emission. Indeed, the characteristic red
colour seen in many nebulae comes from Hα.

Balmer or other spectral series are obtained from excited atoms spon-
taneously emitting photons. Every excited state has a half-life τ , similar to
that encountered in radioactive decay, which is related to the strength of
emission. Thus excited states which decay only by weak line emission are
long-lived and those which decay via strong transitions are short-lived.
However, most excited states can emit to more than one other state.

The lifetime of excited state i is given by

τi =

(

∑
j

Ai j

)−1

, (3.27)

where Ai j is the Einstein A coefficient (see Sec. 2.2).
Lifetimes for allowed atomic transitions are short, perhaps a few times

10−9 s. Table 3.6 gives some examples for the H atom. A glaring exception
in Table 3.6 is the lifetime of the 2s level of H. This state has a lifetime of
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occur. Specifically, the transitions 2s – 3p, 2p – 3s and 2p – 3d are allowed
whereas the transitions 2s – 3s, 2p – 3p and 2s – 3d are not allowed.

If fine structure effects are considered, then the selection rules can
give further constraints. Considering only the Hα transitions designated
allowed above, the selection rule on j shows that

2s 1
2

– 3p 1
2

is allowed;
– 3p 3

2
is allowed;

2p 1
2

– 3d 5
2

is not allowed;
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
2p 3

2
– 3s 1

2
is allowed;

– 3d 3
2

is allowed;
– 3d 5

2
is allowed .

3.16 Hydrogen in Nebulae
Hydrogen atom emissions in H II regions and planetary nebulae are very
similar but the latter are generally brighter, which means that more weak
line emissions can be observed. In particular, lines belonging to the Balmer
series are often seen strongly in emission. Indeed, the characteristic red
colour seen in many nebulae comes from Hα.

Balmer or other spectral series are obtained from excited atoms spon-
taneously emitting photons. Every excited state has a half-life τ , similar to
that encountered in radioactive decay, which is related to the strength of
emission. Thus excited states which decay only by weak line emission are
long-lived and those which decay via strong transitions are short-lived.
However, most excited states can emit to more than one other state.

The lifetime of excited state i is given by

τi =

(

∑
j

Ai j

)−1

, (3.27)

where Ai j is the Einstein A coefficient (see Sec. 2.2).
Lifetimes for allowed atomic transitions are short, perhaps a few times

10−9 s. Table 3.6 gives some examples for the H atom. A glaring exception
in Table 3.6 is the lifetime of the 2s level of H. This state has a lifetime of
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Table 3.6. Lifetimes, τ , for decay by spontaneous emission for
low-lying excited states of the hydrogen atom.

Level 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d
τ/s 0.14 1.6× 10−9 1.6 × 10−7 5.4× 10−9 2.3× 10−7

1s

2s

Fig. 3.23. Decay of the metastable 2s state of hydrogen giving two continuum
photons.

∼ 0.14 s, i.e. it lives 108 times longer than the 2p state. This is because the
transition 2s → 1s is strongly forbidden. The 2s state is metastable which
means that on the atomic scale, it is long-lived.

So how does the 2s state decay? By the process of two-photon emis-
sion, which is an inefficient process and in this case has an Einstein A
coefficient of 7 s−1 which can be compared to A(2p → 1s) = 6.3× 108 s−1.
The combined energy of the photons emitted must correspond to the
energy difference E(2s) − E(1s) but the photons themselves can take any
energy within this constraint (see Fig. 3.23). The photons thus appear as
continuous emission radiation. Indeed the two-photon decay of the H 2s
state is responsible for approximately one half the continuum emission
observed from H II regions.

Problems
3.1 Give an expression for the energy levels of the hydrogen atom in terms

of the Rydberg constant RH. Assuming a value RH = 109677.58 cm−1,
derive a wavenumber for the Lyα transition of atomic hydrogen
in cm−1. Explain why the Rydberg constant, R∞ = 109737.31cm−1,
is more appropriate than RH for a heavy one-electron atom. Hence
obtain an estimate for the wavenumber of the Lyα transition of
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Two-photon continuum emission. 
The short wavelength limit is 1216Å.
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unchanged by this operation. Neglecting spin, this means 

( 4.18) 

Even parity states are given by+'¢ and odd parity states are given by-'¢. 
In practice, the parity of all terms and levels arising from a particular 

configuration can be determined simply by summing the orbital angular 
momentum quantum numbers for each of the electrons. With this simple 
rule, the parity is given by 

( 4.19) 

As closed shells and sub-shells have an even number of electrons, it is again 
only necessary to explicitly consider the active electrons. 

Thus for the O III configuration ls2 2s2 2p3d, it is only necessary to con-
sider the sum l(2p) = 1 and l(3d) = 2. This gives (-1)1+ 2 = -1, which 
explains why all the terms and levels arising from this configuration were 
all labelled odd above. 

The parity of a configuration is important since it leads to a rigorous 
dipole selection rule known as the Laporte rule. The Laporte rule states: 

All electric dipole transitions connect states of opposite parity. 

In other words (strong) transitions can only link configurations with even 
to those with odd parity, and vice versa. 

4.10. Terms and Levels in Complex Atoms 

A single configuration can lead to several terms. These terms have different 
energies. It is worth considering a few examples. 

Example 1: The helium atom. 

(1) The ground state is ls 2 • 

This is a closed shell, with L = 0 and S = 0, hence it gives rise to a 
single, even parity term 1S, and level 1S0 . 72 Astronomical Spectroscopy (Third Edition) 

(2) The first excited configuration is ls2s. 
This has li = b = 0 and hence L = 0, but s1 = s2 = ½ giving both 
S = 0 (singlet) or S = 1 (triplet) states. The energy ordering of atomic 
states is given by Hund's rules. Hund's first rule governs ordering of 
terms with different spin multiplicities: 

For a given configuration, the state with the maximum spin 
multiplicity is lowest in energy. 

So the 3 S term (3S1 level) is lower in energy than the 1S term (1S0 

level). In practice, the splitting between these terms is 0.80 eV. 

(3) The next excited configuration is ls2p, which has odd parity. 
This has li = 0 and b = 1, giving L = 1; again s1 = s2 = ½, giving 
both S = 0 and S = 1 terms. 
Following the rule above, the 3P 0 term is lower in energy than the 1 P 0 

term, in this case by 0.25 eV. The 3P 0 is also split into three levels: 
3pg, 3p1 and 3p~-

Figure 5.2 depicts the energy levels of helium in a form known as a Grotrian 
diagram. The layout of these diagrams is discussed in Sec. 5.4. 

Example 2: The carbon atom. 

Start by considering the excited state configuration ls2 2s2 2p3p. 
It is only necessary to consider the outer two electrons for which: 

li = 1, 

b = 1, 

These give L = 0, 1, 2 and S = 0, 1, which give rise to the following terms, 
all with even parity: 1S, 3S,1 P, 3P, 1 D and 3D. 

Now consider the ground-state configuration of carbon ls22s22p2 . 

This configuration also has li = 1, s1 = ½ and l2 = 1, s2 = ½-
However, the Pauli Principle restricts which terms are allowed. For example, 
the term 3D includes the state: 

(li = 1, m1 = +1, s1 = ½, S1z = +½) 
(b = 1, m2 = +1, s2 = ½, S2z = +½) 
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multiplicity is lowest in energy. 

So the 3 S term (3S1 level) is lower in energy than the 1S term (1S0 
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It is only necessary to consider the outer two electrons for which: 
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b = 1, 
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• Helium (Grotrian diagram)
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The states can be divided into two separate groups because of the selection rule .ΔS = 0



LS Terms: (1) Nonequivalent Electrons, 2p3p
• Equivalent and Nonequivalent Electrons

Nonequivalent electrons are those differing in either n or l values, whereas equivalent electrons 
have the same n and l values.

• Consider the combination of two p electrons.

S = 0, 1, L = 0, 1, 2 ! 1S, 1P , 1D, 3S, 3P , 3D

! 6 spectroscopic terms
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(1) 2p3p - Two electrons are nonequivalent.

In this nonequivalent case, all possible spectroscopic combinations are available.

! 1S0,
1P1,

1D2,
3S1,

3P0,1,2,
3D1,2,3

! 10 spectroscopic levels
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We can have (2J+1) states for each J value. 
Therefore, 36 distinguishable states are available in total.

There are two possible states  for spin of each electron, and three states 
 for orbital angular momentum of each electron. 

Thus, we expect that there will be  distinguishable states.

ms = ± 1/2
ml = − 1,0,1

22 × 32 = 36

11



(2) Equivalent Electrons, 2p2

How to make spectroscopic terms

• The first step is to make a table to label 
the states for a single electron (e.g., a, b, 
c, d, e, f), as shown in Table 1.

(2) 2p2 - Two electrons are equivalent.

Then, all the 36 states are not available. Some are ruled out by Pauli exclusion 
principle, and some are ruled out because they are not distinguishable from others.

Label ml mS

a +1 +1/2
b 0 +1/2
c -1 +1/2
d +1 -1/2
e 0 -1/2
f -1 -1/2

Table 1
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• Next step is to make a table for the 
combination of ( ) of two electrons, 
as shown in Table 2. Here, , 
and .

- According to Pauli’s exclusion principle, the 
states that have two identical states (aa, bb, 
cc, dd, ee, and ff) are not allowed.

- Notice also that “ab” and “ba” states are 
identical and thus the “ba” state is ignored. 
Other identical combinations are also 
ignored.

• Following the above two rules, we construct 
Table 2 which contains 15 distinguishable 
states.

ML, MS
ML = ml1 + ml2

MS = ms1 + ms2

States ML MS

1 ab 1 1

2 ac 0 1

3 ad 2 0


4 ae 1 0


5 af 0 0

6 bc -1 1

7 bd 1 0

8 be 0 0

9 bf -1 -1

10 cd 0 0

11 ce -1 0

12 cf -2 0

13 de 1 -1

14 df 0 -1

15 ef -1 -1

Table 2
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States ML MS Term 1 Term 2 Term 3
ab 1 1 3P
ac 0 1 3P
ad 2 0 1D
ae 1 0 1D
af 0 0 1D
bd 1 0 3P
be 0 0 3P
cd 0 0 1S

• In addition to the above two rules, we can 
recognize that every “negative” values have 
always their “positive” counterparts.

- Therefore, it is more convenient to remove 
the states with negative values. This gives us 
Table 3, which contains only 8 states.

Table 3

• Now, we pick the states starting with the largest  and then the largest .

- (ad)  and : The presence of the ,  indicates that a  term is among 
the possible terms. To this term we must further assign states with  and  (ae, af). 
What is left?

- (ab)  and : This is the next largest values. The combination ,  
indicates that a  term is among the possible terms. To this term we must further assign states with 

 and  (ac, bd, be). What is left?

- (cd)   and : This is the only remaining combination. This implies that a  term is 
among the possible terms.

- Finally, we obtain 3 terms 1D, 3P, and 1S.

- The 3 terms are split into 5 levels : 1D2, 3P0,1,2, and 1S0.

ML MS

ML = 2 MS = 0 ML = 2 MS = 0 1D
ML = 1,0 MS = 0

ML = 1 MS = 1 ML = 1 MS = 1
3P

ML = 1,0 MS = 1,0

ML = 0 MS = 0 1S



(3) Another method for 2p2
15

When we have only two electrons, we can use the Pauli principle to obtain the terms.
This method is much simpler than the above method. However, this method is not easy to apply to the case of 
three electrons.

Recall that the Pauli principle states that the total eigenfunction must be antisymmetric with respect to the 
exchange of two particles. Therefore, we can have only two distinct cases:

(a) symmetric function for the spin + antisymmetric function for the orbital angular momentum ⇒ 3P

(b) antisymmetric function for the spin + symmetric function for the orbital angular momentum ⇒ 1S, 1D

Note that among the six terms                                    , the following terms are all excluded.1S, 1P, 1D, 3S, 3P, 3D
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1P is antisymmetric for both spin and orbital angular momenta
3S is symmetric for both spin and orbital angular momenta
3D is also symmetric for both spin and orbital angular momenta

<latexit sha1_base64="ngJmYIQHQKRyROQ3J9XVZVwcUQA=">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</latexit>

Because

: Product of two spin functions are antisymmetric w.r.t. the exchange 
: Product of two spin functions are symmetric. 
: The first wavefunction is antisymmetric and the second one is symmetric. 
   Therefore, their product is antisymmetric w.r.t. the exchange.

S = 0 ! s1 = 1/2, s2 = �1/2

S = 1 ! s1 = 1/2, s2 = 1/2

L = 1 ! l1 = 1, l2 = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="TUcyRqYCqjKEdZ23rUu0fq0SXfs=">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</latexit>

L = 2 ! l1 = 1, l2 = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="ljbTwJIswuUVYhxexzg8WIWd93s=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmaFFcSEliQTeFghsXLirYB7QhTKaTduhkEmYmSgl17cZfceNCEbf+gDv/xmmbhbYeuHA4517uvSdIGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX1woa5ubW9s2vt7TdlnApMGjhmsWgHSBJGOWkoqhhpJ4KgKGCkFQwvJ37rjghJY36rRgnxItTnNKQYKS35VtG8rrrwGHYF7Q8UEiK+h8x3qs4pfGC+C6vQ8a2SXbangIvEyUkJ5Kj71le3F+M0IlxhhqTsOHaivAwJRTEjY7ObSpIgPER90tGUo4hIL5v+MoZHWunBMBa6uIJT9fdEhiIpR1GgOyOkBnLem4j/eZ1UhRdeRnmSKsLxbFGYMqhiOAkG9qggWLGRJggLqm+FeIAEwkrHZ+oQnPmXF0nTLTtnZfemUqpV8jgK4BAUwQlwwDmogStQBw2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumTkMwfgD4zPH++Hl8Q=</latexit>

: Both are antisymmetric.  Therefore, their product is symmetric.



(4) Equivalent Electrons, 2p3
16

(4) 2p3 - Three electrons are equivalent.

- According to Pauli’s exclusion principle, any states that include two identical states (aaa, aab, aac, 
add, bbc, bbd, etc) are not allowed.

- We have only seven states that have non-negative values, as shown in Table 4.

Label ml mS

a +1 +1/2
b 0 +1/2
c -1 +1/2
d +1 -1/2
e 0 -1/2
f -1 -1/2

Table 1
States ML MS Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

abc 0 3/2 4S

abd 2 1/2 2D

abe 1 1/2 2D

abf 0 1/2 2D

acd 1 1/2 2P

ace 0
 1/2 2P

bcd 0 1/2 4S

Table 4

• Now, we pick the states starting with the largest  and then the largest .

- (abd)  and : This indicates that a  term is among the possible terms. To this 
term we must further assign states with  and  (abe, abf). What is left?

- (acd)  and : This indicates the presence of a  term. To this term we must further 
assign states with  and  (ace). What is left?

- (abc)   and : This indicates the presence of a  term.

- Finally, we obtain three terms (2D, 2P, and 4S) and  five levels : 2D3/2, 5/2, 2P1/2,3/2, and 4S3/2.

ML MS

ML = 2 MS = 1/2 2D
ML = 1,0 MS = 1/2

ML = 1 MS = 1/2 2P
ML = 0 MS = 1/2

ML = 0 MS = 3/2 4S



(5) Example : Doubly Ionized Oxygen, O III
17

Complex Atoms 67 

These are then added to give J 

I. =L. + .s_. ( 4.15) 

It is useful to remember that, as a result of the Pauli Principle, closed shells 
and sub-shells, such as ls2 or 2p6 , have both L = 0 and S = 0. This means 
that it is only necessary to consider 'active' electrons, those in open or 
partially filled shells. In most cases, this means only one or two electrons. 
When more than two angular momenta need to be added together, they 
should be added in pairs. The result is independent of the order in which 
the addition is performed. 

Worked Example: Consider O III with the configuration: ls22s22p3d. 
ls 2 and 2s2 are closed, so they contribute no angular momentum. 

For the 2p electron li = 1 and s1 = ½; 
for the 3d electron l2 = 2 and s2 = ½. 
L. = Ii + I2 ::::} L = 1, 2, 3; 

.s.. = .fa + .§.2 ::::} s = 0, 1. 

Combining these using all possible combinations of Land S, and the rules 
of vector addition, gives: 

L s J Level 

.J..=L.+.S..::::} 1 0 1 lpl 

1 1 0, 1, 2 3p 0, 3p 1, 3p 2 

2 0 2 102 

2 1 1, 2, 3 3D'j'' 3D2, 3D3 

3 0 3 iF3 

3 1 2, 3,4 3F2, 3F3, 3F~. 

Each state of an atom or ion is characterised by a unique combination of L, 
Sand J, known as a 'level', the notation for which is explained in Sec. 4.8. 
Thus 12 levels arise from the configuration ls 22s22p3d. Note that although 
some values of J appear several times, they all correspond to distinct states 
of the ion and it is important to retain them all. 

Complex Atoms 67 

These are then added to give J 

I. =L. + .s_. ( 4.15) 

It is useful to remember that, as a result of the Pauli Principle, closed shells 
and sub-shells, such as ls2 or 2p6 , have both L = 0 and S = 0. This means 
that it is only necessary to consider 'active' electrons, those in open or 
partially filled shells. In most cases, this means only one or two electrons. 
When more than two angular momenta need to be added together, they 
should be added in pairs. The result is independent of the order in which 
the addition is performed. 

Worked Example: Consider O III with the configuration: ls22s22p3d. 
ls 2 and 2s2 are closed, so they contribute no angular momentum. 

For the 2p electron li = 1 and s1 = ½; 
for the 3d electron l2 = 2 and s2 = ½. 
L. = Ii + I2 ::::} L = 1, 2, 3; 

.s.. = .fa + .§.2 ::::} s = 0, 1. 

Combining these using all possible combinations of Land S, and the rules 
of vector addition, gives: 

L s J Level 

.J..=L.+.S..::::} 1 0 1 lpl 

1 1 0, 1, 2 3p 0, 3p 1, 3p 2 

2 0 2 102 

2 1 1, 2, 3 3D'j'' 3D2, 3D3 

3 0 3 iF3 

3 1 2, 3,4 3F2, 3F3, 3F~. 

Each state of an atom or ion is characterised by a unique combination of L, 
Sand J, known as a 'level', the notation for which is explained in Sec. 4.8. 
Thus 12 levels arise from the configuration ls 22s22p3d. Note that although 
some values of J appear several times, they all correspond to distinct states 
of the ion and it is important to retain them all. 

In total, 6 terms and 12 levels.



(6) Example: 4p4d

(Example) 4p4d electron configuration

[Kwok] Physics and Chemistry of the ISM
[Leighton] Principles of Modern Physics

S = 0, 1

L = 1, 2, 3 (P,D, F )
<latexit sha1_base64="YGmPJIcqh3s40xFVUke7y1dmNII=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmaLFUCCVpC7opFBRx4aKifUATymQ6aYdOHsxMhBK6d+OvuHGhiFt/wJ1/4/Sx0NYDFw7n3Mu993gxo0Ja1re2srq2vrGZ2dK3d3b39o2Dw6aIEo5JA0cs4m0PCcJoSBqSSkbaMSco8BhpecOLid96IFzQKLyXo5i4AeqH1KcYSSV1jexdvmqZ0IaOo9/kq7YJSyYsO7BQN+GlCa9OHadr5KyiNQVcJvac5MAc9a7x5fQinAQklJghITq2FUs3RVxSzMhYdxJBYoSHqE86ioYoIMJNp7+M4YlSetCPuKpQwqn6eyJFgRCjwFOdAZIDsehNxP+8TiL9czelYZxIEuLZIj9hUEZwEgzsUU6wZCNFEOZU3QrxAHGEpYpPVyHYiy8vk2apaJeLpdtKrlaZx5EBxyALCsAGZ6AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII37Ul70d61j1nrijafOQJ/oH3+AKG+lQ4=</latexit>

S = |s1 � s2|, · · · , s1 + s2

L = |`1 � `2|, · · · , `1 + `2
<latexit sha1_base64="zQ7oCfdtIXek6cfH3u9j9XdkZUk=">AAACQHicbVA9SwMxGM75WevXqaPLi0URrOWuFnQRCi4ODhWtLfTKkUtTDc19kOSEcu1Pc/EnuDm7OCji6mTueoNWXwh58nyQ5PEizqSyrGdjZnZufmGxsFRcXlldWzc3Nm9kGAtCmyTkoWh7WFLOAtpUTHHajgTFvsdpyxucpXrrngrJwuBaDSPa9fFtwPqMYKUp12xdwd4pjKRrwyFItzoqO6QXKlnWB/tAE+A4xYvMAw7lPPVlexVGZci9uXAAuaIjrlmyKlY28BfYOSihfBqu+eT0QhL7NFCEYyk7thWpboKFYoTTcdGJJY0wGeBb2tEwwD6V3SQrYAy7mulBPxR6BQoy9mciwb6UQ9/TTh+rOzmtpeR/WidW/ZNuwoIoVjQgk4v6MQcVQtom9JigRPGhBpgIpt8K5A4LTJTuPC3Bnv7yX3BTrdhHleplrVSv5XUU0DbaQfvIRseojs5RAzURQQ/oBb2hd+PReDU+jM+JdcbIM1vo1xhf33p/qcY=</latexit>

J = |L� S|, · · · , L+ S
<latexit sha1_base64="mViUNGLoU1OCRgZYBklFYnylQyY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqN25GSyCYC1JFXQjFNyIdFGpfUAbymQ6aYdOMmFmItS0+CtuXCji1v9w5984TbvQ1gMXDufcy733uCGjUlnWt5FaWl5ZXUuvZzY2t7Z3zN29uuSRwKSGOeOi6SJJGA1ITVHFSDMUBPkuIw13cD3xGw9ESMqDezUMieOjXkA9ipHSUsfM3sIrOCqfVkf5Nu5yJfPlk2rHzFkFKwFcJPaM5EpZL0GlY361uxxHPgkUZkjKlm2FyomRUBQzMs60I0lChAeoR1qaBsgn0omT68fwSCtd6HGhK1AwUX9PxMiXcui7utNHqi/nvYn4n9eKlHfpxDQII0UCPF3kRQwqDidRwC4VBCs21ARhQfWtEPeRQFjpwDI6BHv+5UVSLxbss0LxTqdxDqZIgwNwCI6BDS5ACdyACqgBDB7BM3gFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pQxm9kHf2B8/gCUBpZD</latexit>
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(7) Example npn’p

(Example) npn’p electron configuration
The dashed levels are missing if the two electrons are equivalent (n = n’)

[Kwok] Physics and Chemistry of the ISM
[Leighton] Principles of Modern Physics

S = |s1 � s2|, · · · , s1 + s2

L = |`1 � `2|, · · · , `1 + `2
<latexit sha1_base64="zQ7oCfdtIXek6cfH3u9j9XdkZUk=">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</latexit>

S = 0, 1

L = 1, 2, 3 (P,D, F )
<latexit sha1_base64="YGmPJIcqh3s40xFVUke7y1dmNII=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmaLFUCCVpC7opFBRx4aKifUATymQ6aYdOHsxMhBK6d+OvuHGhiFt/wJ1/4/Sx0NYDFw7n3Mu993gxo0Ja1re2srq2vrGZ2dK3d3b39o2Dw6aIEo5JA0cs4m0PCcJoSBqSSkbaMSco8BhpecOLid96IFzQKLyXo5i4AeqH1KcYSSV1jexdvmqZ0IaOo9/kq7YJSyYsO7BQN+GlCa9OHadr5KyiNQVcJvac5MAc9a7x5fQinAQklJghITq2FUs3RVxSzMhYdxJBYoSHqE86ioYoIMJNp7+M4YlSetCPuKpQwqn6eyJFgRCjwFOdAZIDsehNxP+8TiL9czelYZxIEuLZIj9hUEZwEgzsUU6wZCNFEOZU3QrxAHGEpYpPVyHYiy8vk2apaJeLpdtKrlaZx5EBxyALCsAGZ6AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII37Ul70d61j1nrijafOQJ/oH3+AKG+lQ4=</latexit>
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(8) Terms for Ground configuration Table 9.1 
Neutral doma 

- 
K 

Atom K L hf N 0 Ground --- 
Is 282p 383p3d 484p4d 58 level 

H 1 1  'St 
He 2 2 ___ 'So 
Li 3 2 1  
B e 4  2 2  ' S o  
B 6 2 2 1  'Pt 
C 6 2 2 2  3P0 
N 7 2 2 3  'SP, 
0 8 2 2 4  3p1 

F 9 2 2 6  T I  
Ne 10 2 2 6 IS0 zs,---- 
Mg 12 2 'So 
A1 13 2 1  2Pg 
Si 14 10 2 2 3P0 
S 16 Necore 2 4 3pz 
C1 17 2 5  'Pp, 

2 6  IS0 
2 s ,  ~- 

A L L  _ _ ~ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ~  

Ce 20 2 'So 
Sc 21 1 2  =Dll 
Ti 22 2 2  3F2 
V 23 18 3 2  'FI, 
Cr 24 5 1  7s3 
Mn 25 A c o r e  5 2 %i 
Fe 20 6 2  'D4 
Co 27 7 2  'Far 

8 2  3F, Ni 28 
C u 2 9  2 2 6  2 6 1 0  1 'SI 
Zn 30 2 'So 
Ce 31 2 1  'Pp 
Ge 32 28 2 2  
A0 33 2 3  4 s 3  

se 34 2 4  3P, 
Br 36 2 6  w, 
Kr 36 2 6  'So- 

% I 1  2 2 6  1 

P 16 2 3  's?k 

K 19 2 2 6  2 6  1 _____ 

- ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  

-7 2 2 6  2 6 m - 6  1 
8r 38 ____ 2 ' S O  
Y 39 1 2 'Drt 
Zr 40 2 2 'Fa 
Nb 41 36 4 1 OD, 

To 43 Kr cow 6 2 'Sa+ 

Rh 46 8 1 'Fa, 

6 1  '53 

Ru 44 7 1  OF6 

io 'So 

Mo 42 

Pd 46 

L 
Atom hi N 0 P 

_ _ _ _ _  
4f 585p5d5j 6a6p6d 

Ag 47 1 
Cd 48 2 
In 49 2 1  
Sn 50 2 2  
Sb 51 2 3  
Te 52 2 4  

Q Ground 

78 l 6 V d  

Pm 61 
Sm 62 3 
Eu 63 8 
Gd 64 
Tb 65 ' 'H!I 
Dy 66 ' 6J8 

Tm 69 ' 'F% 
Yb 70 c? 'SO 

Hf 72- 3F2 
Ta 73 3 'FII  
w 74 ; 0d0 
Re 75 - %I 
0 s  76 OD, 
Ir 7 7  'Fit 
-__ Pt 78 ___ 9 1  3D3. 
Au 79 fi 14 2 6 10 1 
Hg 80 e ___ 
TI 81 2 1  aP? 
Pb 82 
Bi 83 
Po 84 % 

Ho 67 ' I P I  
Er 68 * 3H'3 

__-- Lu 71 
-. -~~ 

2 'SO 

A t  86 
Rn 86 
Fr 87 
Ra 88 
Ac 89 
Th 90 
Pa 91 
U 92 

5 
6 

7 8  1 
9 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 

I 

14 1 
1 4 2 6 2  

3 

___._ 

4 
46+22 6 

6 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

-2- 

7 2  

3p0 
2 3  '% 
2 4  3p, 

2 0  '8 ,  

48+32 2 2 

2 6  

14 2 6 10 2 6 1 a s I  

2 '80 

2 2  "a 
2 1 2 'XS) 
3 1 2 "Lp 

40f32 1 2 sD,, 
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[Kowk, Physics and Chemistry of the ISM]

36 CHAPTER 4

Figure 4.1 Energy-level diagram for the ground configuration of the 2p2 ions N II
and O III. (Fine-structure splitting is exaggerated for clarity.) Forbidden transitions
connecting these levels are shown, with wavelengths in vacuo.

Table 4.1 Terms for ns and np Subshells

Ground Terms
configuration (in order of increasing energy) Examples

...ns1 2S1/2 H I, He II, C IV, N V, O VI

...ns2 1S0 He I, C III, N IV, O V

...np1 2P o
1/2,3/2 C II, N III, O IV

...np2 3P0,1,2 , 1D2 , 1S0 C I, N II, O III, Ne V, S III

...np3 4S o
3/2 , 2D o

3/2,5/2 , 2P o
1/2,3/2 N I, O II, Ne IV, S II, Ar IV

...np4 3P2,1,0 , 1D2 , 1S0 O I, Ne III, Mg V, Ar III

...np5 2P o
3/2,1/2 Ne II, Na III, Mg IV, Ar IV

...np6 1S0 Ne I, Na II, Mg III, Ar III

4.6 Hyperfine Structure: Interaction with Nuclear Spin

If the nucleus has nonzero spin, it will have a nonzero magnetic moment. If the
nucleus has a magnetic moment, then fine-structure levels with nonzero electronic
angular momentum can themselves be split due to interaction of the electrons with
the magnetic field produced by the nucleus. This “hyperfine” splitting is typically
of order 10−6 eV. Hyperfine splitting is usually difficult to observe in optical spec-
tra due to Doppler broadening, but it needs to be taken into account if precise

[Draine, Physics of the ISM and IGM]

Blue: No fine structure in the ground state.
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• 1 electron

[Energy Level Diagrams]
ENERGY-LEVEL DIAGRAMS 483
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resonance lines

ground state
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• 3 electrons (Lithium-like ions)

484 APPENDIX E

3 electrons
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• 4 electrons

23
ENERGY-LEVEL DIAGRAMS 485
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                                            Downward solid: forbidden
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[Draine] Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium



• 5 electrons
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• 6 electrons
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• 7 electrons
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• 8 electrons
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• 9 electrons
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• 11 electrons
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• 12 electrons
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[Draine] Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium
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• 13 electrons
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• 14 electrons
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• 15 electrons
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[Alkali Atoms]
• Alkali atoms: Lithium, sodium, potassium and rubidium all have ground state electronic 

structures which consist of one electron in an s orbital outside a closed shell.

• Sodium (Na) : Sodium has Z = 11 and a ground state configuration of                       .
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C H A P T E R S I X

ALKALI ATOMS

Lithium, sodium, potassium and rubidium all have ground state electronic
structures which consist of one electron in an s orbital outside a closed
shell. This single ‘optically active’ electron gives these atoms, the alkali
metals, similar chemical behaviour and fairly simple spectra. Even so, the
presence of the inner or core electrons lead to a number of complications
which are not present in the spectrum of simple one-electron atoms.

6.1 Sodium
Sodium, Na, has Z = 11 and a ground state configuration of 1s22s22p63s1.
If the outer 3s electron was completely screened then it would feel an effec-
tive nuclear charge Zeff = 11− 10 = 1 and its energy levels would obey the
Rydberg formula. In practice, the 3s electron penetrates and reduces the
effective quantum number of the electron giving a revised formula:

Enl = −R∞
Z2

eff
(n − µnl)2 , (6.1)

where µnl is the quantum defect. The quantum defect formula was origi-
nally proposed by Rydberg. Unlike his hydrogenic formula, Eq. (3.9), this
depends on l as the degree of electron penetration is l-dependent: in par-
ticular, electrons with low l penetrate more and hence have lower energy.
An advantage of this form is that usually µnl only depends weakly on n,
allowing values of the quantum defect to be transfered between states with
different n but the same l. Table 6.1 gives values of the quantum defect for
low-lying states of sodium. Note the µ43 ≈ 0 means that there is effectively
no penetration for f electrons; this is also true for electrons with l greater
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reproduced in Fig. 6.6 which implies that the lines are optically thin in the
Sun. The sodium D lines are also observed in absorption against starlight
in the interstellar medium. The D lines are usually very saturated in such
spectra.

Fig. 6.6. A solar spectrum reflected from the Moon just before a lunar
eclipse taken at the University of London Observatory. (S.J. Boyle, private
communication.)

D2 D1

g =  4 

g = 2

g = 2 

32P3/2

5896 Å  5890 Å  

o

32P1/2

32S1/2

o

Fig. 6.7. The sodium D lines, g = 2J + 1, give the statistical weight of each level.

g = 2J+1D1 D2

D1 5896 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 3 2P 1/2

D2 5890 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 3 2P 3/2
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A general formulation is fairly complicated and only specific answers will 
be quoted here. Tables giving the ratios for all cases can be found in Allen's 
Astrophysical Quantities (see further reading). 

Using these tables, the relative strength of the triplet 3 2D.!i. ;i. 3 
2'2 

2P1 .i.. transition discussed above is 
2'2 

This corresponds to a ratio of 5:2:1. Any spectrum observed in optically-thin 
conditions should show these ratios. If the spectrum is optically thick, then 
a ratio closer to 1:1:1 will be observed. Thus, the intensity ratios between 
these transitions gives direct information on the optical depth at which the 
spectrum is formed. 

6.4. Astronomical Sodium Spectra 

The sodium resonance line, NaI 3s - 3p, is prominent in absorption in 
the solar spectrum (see Fig. 6.6), and is known as the sodium D line. For 
an S- P doublet, the intrinsic ratio of line intensities is always 2:1. When 
unsaturated, or optically thin, the strength of the absorption by the doublet 
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.6 

.4 II 
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Fig. 6.6. A solar spectrum reflected from the Moon just before a lunar eclipse taken at 
the University of London Observatory. (S.J. Boyle, private communication.) 

A solar spectrum reflected from the Moon just before 
a lunar eclipse taken at the University of London 
Observatory (S.J. Boyle).

statistical weight



• Ca II (potassium-like calcium)

• Mg II (sodium-like magnesium)

• C IV (lithium-like carbon)

• N V (lithium-like nitrogen)

• O VI (lithium-like oxygen)

8498.0 Å line : 4 2P
o
3/2 � 3 2D3/2

8542.1 Å line : 4 2P
o
3/2 � 3 2D5/2

8662.1 Å line : 4 2P
o
1/2 � 3 2D3/2
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1550.8 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
1/2

1548.2 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
3/2
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1240.4 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 4 2P
o
1/2

1239.9 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 4 2P
o
3/2
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H 3968.47 Å line : 4
2S1/2 � 4

2P
o
1/2

K 3933.66 Å line : 4
2S1/2 � 4

2P
o
3/2
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2802.7 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 3 2P
o
1/2

2795.5 Å line : 3 2S1/2 � 3 2P
o
3/2
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(Note that 2P
o
1/2 � 2D5/2 is forbidden because �J = 2.)
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1037.6 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
1/2

1031.9 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
3/2
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1242.8 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
1/2

1238.8 Å line : 2 2S1/2 � 2 2P
o
3/2
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[Zeeman Effect]
• Zeeman effect

the splitting of atomic energy levels in the presence of an external magnetic field.

• Zeeman effect at 1420MHz

(1) The upper level of the 1420 MHz hyperfine transition of hydrogen is the  state. Its 
angular momentum has three possible projections onto a given axis. The three states are

The three states have the same energy (i.e., they are degenerate), but if the atoms are immersed in 
an external magnetic field, the three states take on different energies. This is a consequence of the 
interaction of the magnetic moment of the hydrogen atom with the external field.

The separation between the +1 and -1 levels is

(2) In the  ground state, the total angular momentum is zero. Therefore, the magnetic 
moment is zero and no Zeeman splitting occurs in the ground state.

F = 1

F = 0

because  arises almost 
totally from the electron.

μ
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Photons carry one unit of angular momentum . The allowed transitions are from the  to 
the  or .

J F = 0 (mF = 0)
F = 1 (mF = + 1) F = 1 (mF = − 1)
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Fig. 10.16: Energy levels for Zeeman absorption by hydrogen atom in an external magnetic field

B. The z-axis is taken to be in the direction of B. (a) The three allowed projections (mF = +1,

0, –1) of the angular momentum for the F = 1 state. The atomic magnetic moment !H, which is

directed opposite to the angular momentum, interacts with the magnetic field to perturb the energy

state. (b) Energy levels showing (left) the 1420-MHz transition for B = 0 and (right) the Zeeman

splitting of the upper energy level into the three sublevels for Bz > 0. The two allowed transitions

to the upper states are shown; they differ in frequency by 28 Hz for Bz = 1 nT.

More dramatically, individual stars at the center of our Galaxy have been imaged over

several years with sufficient resolution to track their orbits directly. These studies have also

yielded extreme densities in small regions that point toward a black hole at the center of our

Galaxy with mass ∼4 × 106 M⊙ (Section 1.7 and Fig. 1.16).

10.5 Zeeman absorption at 1420 MHz

The physics of the hyperfine transition in hydrogen may be extended to describe the Zeeman

effect, the splitting of atomic energy levels in the presence of an external magnetic field.

The upper level of the hyperfine transition exhibits this splitting as a slight broadening of

the 1420-MHz line when it is observed in absorption against a bright background source.

This effect is used by radio astronomers to find the strengths of magnetic fields in interstellar

clouds.

Zeeman effect

The upper energy level of the 1420-MHz hyperfine transition of hydrogen is the F = 1 state. Its

angular momentum has three possible projections onto a given axis (Fig. 10.16a). Following

(6), the three states are

Fz ⇒ mF!; mF = −1, 0, +1. (10.61)

The quantum number mF can take on any of the three indicated values. Normally the three

states have the same energy (i.e., they are degenerate), but if the atoms are immersed in

an external magnetic field, the three states take on different energies (Fig. 10.16b). This is

a consequence of the interaction of the magnetic moment of the hydrogen atom with the

external field.

An absorption transition from F = 0 to F = 1 in the presence of an external magnetic field

will excite an atom up to either the mF = –1 or the mF = + 1 state. A transition to the mF = –1

state requires that the absorbed photon be of left circular polarization to conserve angular

Energy levels for Zeeman absorption by hydrogen atom in an external magnetic field . The z-axis is taken to be 
in the direction of .

(a) The three allowed projections ( ) of the angular momentum for the  state. The atomic 
magnetic moment , which is directed opposite to the angular momentum, interacts with the magnetic field 
to perturb the energy state.

(b) Energy levels showing (left) the 1420-MHz transition for  and (right) the Zeeman splitting of the upper 
energy level into the three sublevels for . The two allowed transitions to the upper states are shown; 
they differ in frequency by 28 Hz for  nT.

B
B

mF = + 1,0, − 1 F = 1
μH

B = 0
Bz > 0

Bz = 1
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392 Hydrogen spin-flip radiation
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Fig. 10.17: Role of polarization and angular momentum in absorption of 1420-MHz photons by
hydrogen atoms in a cloud. Photons with the correct angular momentum, Jz ⇒ –1 ! (left circularly
polarized, LCP), and correct energy hnL are absorbed at frequency nL by atoms in the ground
state. Right circularly polarized (RCP) photons are absorbed at a slightly higher frequency. The
observer detects absorption lines with LCP and RCP antenna feeds at the two slightly different
frequencies.

Frequency difference

The difference of these two frequencies follows directly from the energy difference, hnR and
hnL, expressed as

"E = hnR − hnL. (10.68)

Equate (68) to (67) to yield

nR − nL = eBz

2πme
→

Bz=1nT
27.95 Hz, (10.69)

where Bz is the parallel (line-of-sight) component of B. We thus can write

➡ nR − nL = eBz

2πme
= 28.0

(
Bz

1.0 nT

)
Hz, (Hz; Zeeman splitting) (10.70)

where e and me are the charge and mass of the electron and where Bz is taken to be positive
in the direction of photon travel (i.e., toward the observer). The astronomical convention is
that the positive direction of the line-of-sight component Blos of B is in the direction away
from the observer; thus, Blos = –Bz.

Astrophysics Processes [Bradt]
Left circularly polarized (LCP) photons are absorbed at a slightly lower frequency.
Right circularly polarized (RCP) photons are absorbed at a slightly higher frequency.
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Fig. 10.17: Role of polarization and angular momentum in absorption of 1420-MHz photons by
hydrogen atoms in a cloud. Photons with the correct angular momentum, Jz ⇒ –1 ! (left circularly
polarized, LCP), and correct energy hnL are absorbed at frequency nL by atoms in the ground
state. Right circularly polarized (RCP) photons are absorbed at a slightly higher frequency. The
observer detects absorption lines with LCP and RCP antenna feeds at the two slightly different
frequencies.

Frequency difference

The difference of these two frequencies follows directly from the energy difference, hnR and
hnL, expressed as

"E = hnR − hnL. (10.68)

Equate (68) to (67) to yield

nR − nL = eBz

2πme
→

Bz=1nT
27.95 Hz, (10.69)

where Bz is the parallel (line-of-sight) component of B. We thus can write

➡ nR − nL = eBz

2πme
= 28.0

(
Bz

1.0 nT

)
Hz, (Hz; Zeeman splitting) (10.70)

where e and me are the charge and mass of the electron and where Bz is taken to be positive
in the direction of photon travel (i.e., toward the observer). The astronomical convention is
that the positive direction of the line-of-sight component Blos of B is in the direction away
from the observer; thus, Blos = –Bz.

In quantum theory, a single photon is always circularly polarized with  (no state with ). Linearly polarized 
photon state is a superposition of a pair of circularly polarized photons.

A magnetic field of order 10 G shifts the frequency by about one part in  of the hyperfine splitting. This shift is 
much smaller than the frequency shift  due to a radial velocity of a few , and it would be nearly 
impossible to detect, except that it leads to a shift in frequency between two circular polarization modes. The Zeeman 
effect in H I 21 cm can therefore be detected by taking the difference of the two circular polarization signals. This 
technique has been used to measure the magnetic field strength in a number of H I regions.

S = ± ℏ S = 0

μ 108

υ/c ∼ 10−5 km s−1
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[Electron-Ion Collisional Processes]
• To predict the emergent spectra of astrophysical plasmas, we need to understand the details of 

how excited atomic levels are populated. For the most part, it involves the study of electron-ion 
collisional processes in gas.

• Each electron-ion collisional process is accompanied by a quantum mechanical inverse, which 
can be viewed as the same process time-reversed.

• There are essentially four (+1) key electron-ion collisional processes.

- Collisional Excitation / Deexcitation

- Collisional Ionization / 3-Body Recombination

- Radiative Recombination / Photoionization

- Dielectronic Recombination (Capture) / Autoionization

- + Charge Exchange
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(1) Collisional Excitation / Deexcitation
• In collisional excitation, the interaction between a passing electron in a continuum state and a 

bound electron in a discrete state result in the excitation of the bound electron to a higher energy 
discrete level.

• To conserve energy, the colliding electron gives up a fraction of its energy and thus “falls” into a 
lower continuum state.

• The inverse process is collisional deexcitaiton, where a passing electron interacting with an 
excited atom actually gains energy as a result of the collisions. (No photon emission occurs.)
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Fig. 2. The first two of the four key electron-ion collisional processes. The “inverse”
process is on the right

in Figs. 2 and 3 where the “direct” process is depicted on the left and the
“inverse” process on the right.

Collisional Excitation/Deexcitation

In collisional excitation, the interaction between a passing electron in a con-
tinuum state and a bound electron in a discrete state results in the excitation
of the bound electron to a higher energy discrete level. To conserve energy,
the colliding electron gives up a fraction of its energy and thus “falls” into a
lower continuum state. The inverse process is collisional deexcitation, where
a passing electron interacting with an excited atom actually gains energy as
a result of the collision.

Collisional Ionization/3-Body Recombination

Collisional ionization is similar to collisional excitation, except that in this
case, the final state of the initially bound electron is also a continuum state.
The inverse process is 3-body recombination. Here, two, initially free electrons
interact with the ion in the same collision. One of the two gets captured into
a bound discrete level, while the other carries off the excess energy in a higher
continuum state.

continuum states

bound states
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(2) Collisional Ionization / 3-body recombination
• Collisional ionization is similar to collisional excitation, except that in this case, the final state of 

the initially bound electron is also a continuum state.

• The inverse process if 3-body recombination. Here, two initially free electrons interact with the 
ion in the same collision. One of the two gets captured into a bound discrete level, while the other 
carries off the excess energy in a higher continuum state.

42 S.M. Kahn
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in Figs. 2 and 3 where the “direct” process is depicted on the left and the
“inverse” process on the right.

Collisional Excitation/Deexcitation

In collisional excitation, the interaction between a passing electron in a con-
tinuum state and a bound electron in a discrete state results in the excitation
of the bound electron to a higher energy discrete level. To conserve energy,
the colliding electron gives up a fraction of its energy and thus “falls” into a
lower continuum state. The inverse process is collisional deexcitation, where
a passing electron interacting with an excited atom actually gains energy as
a result of the collision.

Collisional Ionization/3-Body Recombination

Collisional ionization is similar to collisional excitation, except that in this
case, the final state of the initially bound electron is also a continuum state.
The inverse process is 3-body recombination. Here, two, initially free electrons
interact with the ion in the same collision. One of the two gets captured into
a bound discrete level, while the other carries off the excess energy in a higher
continuum state.
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(3) Radiative Recombination / Photoionization
• In radiative recombination a free electron in a continuum state decays into a bound discrete state 

through the emission of a photon. This is actually a form of a spontaneous emission, similar to the 
radiative decay between two bound levels.

• The inverse process is photoionization or bound-free absorption.

- Interstellar medium (ISM) is transparent to h𝜈 < 13.6 eV photons, but is very opaque to 
ionizing photons ( ). In fact, the ISM does not become transparent until h𝜈 ~ 1 
keV. Sources of ionizing photons include massive, hot young stars, hot white dwarfs, and 
supernova remnant shocks.

hν > 13.6 eV
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Fig. 3. The last two of the four key electron-ion collisional processes

Radiative Recombination/Photoionization

In radiative recombination a free electron in a continuum state decays into a
bound discrete state through the emission of a photon. This is actually a form
of spontaneous emission, similar to what we discussed for the radiative decay
between two bound levels in Sect. 2.9. The inverse process is photoionization,
or bound-free absorption, as discussed in Sect. 2.8.

Dielectronic Capture/Autoionization

Dielectronic capture is a resonant radiationless process in which the decay
of an electron from a continuum state to a bound state is accompanied by
the elevation of a core electron into an excited state. The resulting atom is
doubly excited, and it has a total energy above the ionization potential of
the initial ion. The inverse process is autoionization, where a doubly excited
atom decays via the emission of a weakly bound outer electron. If the core
excitation is associated with a “hole”, in one of the orbitals of an inner shell,
this process is usually called Auger decay.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will review each of these processes in
somewhat more detail.
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(4) Dielectronic Recombination (Capture) / Autoionization
• Dielectronic recombination (capture) is a resonant radiationless process in which the decay of an 

electron from a continuum state to a bound state is accompanied by the elevation of a core 
electron into an excited state. The resulting atom is doubly excited, and it has a total energy above 
the ionization potential of the initial ion.

• The inverse process is autoionization, where a doubly excited atom decays via the emission of a 
weakly bound outer electron. If the core excitation is associated with a “hole”, in one of the 
orbitals of an inner shell, this process is usually called Auger decay.
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bound states
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Radiative Recombination/Photoionization

In radiative recombination a free electron in a continuum state decays into a
bound discrete state through the emission of a photon. This is actually a form
of spontaneous emission, similar to what we discussed for the radiative decay
between two bound levels in Sect. 2.9. The inverse process is photoionization,
or bound-free absorption, as discussed in Sect. 2.8.

Dielectronic Capture/Autoionization

Dielectronic capture is a resonant radiationless process in which the decay
of an electron from a continuum state to a bound state is accompanied by
the elevation of a core electron into an excited state. The resulting atom is
doubly excited, and it has a total energy above the ionization potential of
the initial ion. The inverse process is autoionization, where a doubly excited
atom decays via the emission of a weakly bound outer electron. If the core
excitation is associated with a “hole”, in one of the orbitals of an inner shell,
this process is usually called Auger decay.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will review each of these processes in
somewhat more detail.
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(5) Charge Exchange
• During the collision of two ionic species, the charge clouds surrounding each interact, and it is 

possible that an electron is exchanged between them.

• Since, in virtually all diffuse astrophysical plasmas, hydrogen and helium are overwhelmingly the 
most abundant species, the charge-exchange reactions which are significant to the ionization 
balance of the plasma are

A(i+1)+
+H

0 ⌦ Ai+
+H

+
+�E

A(i+1)+
+He

0 ⌦ Ai+
+He

+
+�E
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[Ionization Equilibrium]
• Collisional Ionization Equilibrium (CIE) or coronal equilibrium

- dynamic balance at a given temperature between collisional ionization from the ground states of the 
various atoms and ions, and the process of recombination from the higher ionization stages.

- In this equilibrium, effectively, all ions are in their ground state.

- Software: Chianti (https://www.chiantidatabase.org/)

• Photoionization Equilibrium
- dynamic balance between photo-ionization and the process of recombination.

- Software: Cloudy (https://trac.nublado.org/), MAPPINGS (https://mappings.anu.edu.au/), 
MOCASSIN (https://github.com/mocassin, https://mocassin.nebulousresearch.org/)

• Ionization balance under conditions of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
- The ionization equilibrium in LTE is described by the Saha equation.
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see https://www-users.cse.umn.edu/~kd/Ast4001-2015/NOTES/n052-saha-bradt.pdf for the derivation of the Saha equation.
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Homework (due date: 12/11)
[Q12] 원자 X의 전자 배열은  이다.  (천체물리학 제3부 문제 3)

(1) 가능한 분광항(spectroscopic levels)을 구하고 그 이유를 설명하시오.

(2) 위의 분광항들의 상대적 에너지 준위가 어떻게 되는가를 설명하고 도식적으로 나타내
시오.

(3) 어떤 분광항과 분광항 사이의 천이가 허용된 혹은 금지된 천이인가? 그 이유를 설명하
시오.

(4) 의 전자 배열을 가진 원자에 대해서 위와 동일한 물음에 답하시오.

1s22s22p63s23p2

1s22s22p63s13p1
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